
Vintage Lot of (2) Eastern Bloc Robots 

Two circa 1960s–70s battery-operated Eastern Bloc robots, both with their original boxes. 
Includes: a red-and-yellow 10˝ tall robot with window on its chest for a spinning action, made in 
the USSR; and a red-and-yellow 7˝ tall walking 'space explorer' robot, made in Bulgaria.

Vintage Galoob Galaxy Warrior Robot 

Vintage circa 1970s battery-operated "Galaxy Warrior" robot, made in Hong Kong by Galoob, 
standing at 11˝ tall. The white plastic robot features standard "stop'n go" action, swing open door, 
blinking gun with realistic noises, and a rotating torso. Includes the original box.



Vintage Lot of (3) Battery-Operated Robots

Three vintage circa 1970s–90s battery-operated robots, all with their original boxes. Includes: 
a small 6˝ tall yellow-and-red plastic robot with "go-float action," made in Hong Kong; a 10˝ tall 
white plastic "Lido" robot with classic bump 'n go action and shooting gun, made in Hong 
Kong; and a later 12˝ tall blue-and-red tin "ME 100 Space Walk Man" walking robot, with 
standard automatic actions including stop-and-go movement, swing open doors, blinking and 
shooting guns with realistic sounds, and a rotating body.

Tetsujin Robot by Tin Age 

 Fantastic circa 1999 wind-up Tetsujin 28 tin robot, made in Japan by Tin Age as part of its 10th-
anniversary collection, standing at 8˝ tall. Includes its original box; missing its wind-up key. A 
great, vintage-inspired portrayal of the classic 'Iron Man' robot.



Tetsujin Robot by Tomy/Tin Age

Classic circa 1994 Tetsujin 28 Gigantor robot toy, made in Japan by Tomy/Tin Age, standing an 
impressive 13.5˝ tall. Constructed from navy blue polyvinyl, the semi-poseable figure has a 
battery-operated voice box activated by the yellow button in its chest. Includes its original box.

Television Robot by Metal House

 Nice circa 2000s battery-operated "Television Robot" walking tin toy robot, made in Japan by 
Metal House, standing at 12˝ tall. The retro robot has a black body with red shoes and a 
lighted TV in its chest. After the robot takes a few steps, it pauses and the torso television 
lights up. Includes its original box.



High-Wheel Wind-up Robot by Ha Ha Toy

Retro-styled circa 2000s wind-up "High-Wheel Robot" walking toy, made in China by Ha Ha 
Toy, standing at 10˝ tall. A replica of a classic Yoshiya robot of the 1960s, the colorful gears in 
its chest spin as it walks. Includes its original box.

Nostalgic Future Giant Robo by Medicom Toy

Excellent circa 2000s Nostalgic Future No. 5 Giant Robo wind-up walking tin toy robot, made in 
Japan by Medicom Toy, standing at 8.5˝ tall. Includes its original box and winder key. A great 
piece inspired by the 1967 television series Giant Robo.



Robot 2000 by Schylling

Nice circa 1997 battery-operated "Robot 2000" walking tin toy robot, made by Schylling as part of 
its collector's series, standing 12˝ tall. Based on the classic toys of the 1960s and 1970s, the 
blue-bodied retro robot has automatic operations including stop-and-go action, swing-open 
doors, blinking and shooting guns with realistic sounds, and a rotating torso. Includes the original 
box. An appealing example of Schylling's "Millennium Robot."

Thunder Robot by Schylling

Nice circa 1990s battery-operated "Thunder Robot" walking tin toy robot, made by Schylling as 
part of its collector's series, standing 11.5˝ tall. Based on the classic Asakusa Toy Co. robot of 
the 1950s, the blue-bodied retro robot has automatic actions including walking, flashing lights, 
moving arms, and laser blasting. Includes the original box.



Lot of (2) Electron Tin Robots 
(Chinese Clone of Star Strider by Horikawa)

Two circa 1990s–2000s battery-operated "Electron Robot" walking tin robot toys made in 
China, based on the classic Horikawa Star Strider robots, standing at 12˝ tall. Includes one red-
bodied robot with black feet, and one black-bodied robot with red feet.

Vintage King Ding Robot and (4) Ding-A-Lings by Topper Toys 

Vintage circa early 1970s battery-operated "King Ding" toy robot with "Brain" seated inside, 
made by Topper Toys, standing at 14˝ tall. King Ding's right arm has broken off at the joint with 
evidence of prior repair. Includes its original box, advertising the "Simulated closed circuit TV," 
"Claw control to pick-up objects," "Elevator," and "Brain Robot," as well as the other toys and 
accessories in the Ding-a-Ling toy series. Additionally accompanied by four Ding-a-Ling 
miniature toy robots—Fireman, Constructo (2), and Claw—one with its damaged original box.



Vintage Chuckling Charlie Clown Robot by Straco 

Vintage circa 1969 battery-operated "Chuckling Charlie" robot toy, made in Japan by Straco for 
F. J. Strauss Co. of New York, standing at 14˝ tall. The colorful "hysterical laughing clown" 
wears a red hat and has a split along one of the seams of its head. Includes its original box, 
which is heavily creased and torn but repaired with tape.

Mechanical Man Robot by Comet Toys

Circa 2000s battery-powered "Mechanical Man" tin toy robot by Comet Toys/Papasan, 
standing at 11.5˝ tall. Includes its original box. A charming vintage-inspired piece.



Vintage Radirobo Robot by Yonezawa 

Vintage circa 1970s remote control "Radirobo" toy robot, made in Japan by Yonezawa, 
standing at 7.5˝ tall. Includes its original box and ray-gun-shaped wireless transmitter.

Vintage Gear Robot by Horikawa

Vintage circa 1970s "Gear Robot" wind-up toy with red-and-gold plastic body, made in Japan by 
Horikawa, standing at 8.5˝ tall. When wound, the robot walks, moves its arms, spins its gears, 
and sparks within a chest cavity. Includes its original box.



Vintage Star Fighter 1120 Robot by New Bright

Vintage circa 1970s battery-powered Star Fighter Robot (No. 1120), made in Hong Kong by 
New Bright, standing at 9.5˝ tall. The white-bodied plastic robot has flip-down red flashing guns 
in its chest. Includes its original box, advertising the toy's "automatic actions"—"It Walks, It 
Stops, It Shoots, It Rotates."

Vintage Space Ranger Robot by Junior Toys

Vintage circa early 1970s remote control "Space Ranger" toy robot, made in Japan by Junior 
Toys, standing at 10˝ tall. Includes its original box, wired remote (with buttons for "Walk" and 
"Gun"), and 14 yellow plastic ammunition balls. His head flips open to load the plastic pellets, 
which are fired out through his chest "repeatedly, with realistic shooting noise."



Vintage Super Robot by F.lli Restuccia 
(Italian Clone of Machinder Shogun Warrior)

Vintage circa 1970s "Super Robot" toy, made in Italy by F.lli Restuccia, standing at 11˝ tall. 
Includes its original box and spring-powered shooting fists; missing its spinning chest disc. The 
box exhibits some wear and has a couple small tears and is partially separated along the 
perforations on the top.

Vintage Lot of (2) Karate Robot Juniors by Tomy

Two vintage circa early 1970s battery-operated "Karate Robot Jr." toys, made in Hong Kong by 
Tomy, each standing at 6.5˝ tall. Includes one red robot and one blue robot, as well as one 
heavily worn original box. The red robot is missing its head plate.



Lot of (3) Wind-up Tin Litho Astronaut 

Three circa 1990s–2000s wind-up tin litho astronaut robot collectible toys, all made in China. 
Includes: a 6˝ tall blue-and-orange "Astronaut
Robot" (JMT54); a 6.5˝ tall blue-and-white sparking "Astronaut Robot" with spark feature
(JMT53); and a 9˝ tall blue-and-yellow "Space Man" walking robot. All three include their original 
boxes.

Vintage Lot of (3) Battery-Operated and Wind-up Robots

Three vintage circa 1980s plastic robots, all with their original boxes. Includes: a battery-
operated "B/O Super Robot" made in Hong Kong, standing at 16.5˝ tall and advertising "12 
Combination with Funny Action"; a battery-operated "Spacey Spider" all-terrain walking robot, 
made in Taiwan by Tai Fong, standing at 10˝ tall; and a wind-up "Super Revolution Robot," made 
in Japan by Junior Toy, standing at 10˝ tall.



Vintage Battery Operated Gorilla Robot by Bandai

Vintage circa 1970s battery-operated "Gorilla" robot, made in Japan by Bandai to be sold 
exclusively by Montgomery Ward, standing 8˝ tall. The gorilla features a wired remote with 
steering wheel and two buttons, allowing for forward and reverse motion, turning left or right, 
mouth opening and closing, and tray moving up and down. Includes the original box cover.

Vintage Lot of (2) Battery-Operated Robots

 Two vintage battery-operated plastic toy robots, both with their original boxes. Includes: a circa 
1970 "Mr. Rembrandt" drawing robot, made by Ideal, with accessories including four loose brush 
pens, five palette discs, and a refill kit with four unopened brush pens plus sheets of paper; and 
a circa 1985 "Kinsman Robot Machine (No. 7021)," made in Taiwan by Dah Yang Toy, with 
accessories including two red tracks and three miniature robots.



Vintage Lot of (2) 1980s-90s Learning Robots

Two classic learning robots, both with their original boxes. Includes: a circa 1980s "Betty 
Robot" baby stacking toy, made in Italy, standing 10˝ tall; and a circa 1992 battery-operated 
Vtech "Little Smart Smarty" electronic talking learning friend, made in China, standing at 10.5˝ 
tall.

Vintage Electric Robot and Son by Marx 

Vintage circa late 1950s battery-operated "Electric Robot" toy robot from the "Electric Robot and 
Son" set, made in the U.S.A. by Marx, standing at 14.5˝ tall. The silver-and-burgundy plastic 
robot boasts a wide grin, drawer in its chest, and Morse code key with button on the back of its 
head; it is missing its miniature tools and "Son" figure.



Cosmo Robot by Schylling

Adorable circa 2011 wind-up "Cosmo Robot" tin robot toy, made in China by Schylling, standing 
at 10˝ tall. The cute and colorful wind-up robot features an embossed tin body and wind-up 
function, with two wheels on the bottom. This example has been photo-matched to one of the 
photographs in Andres Serrano's 'The Robots' exhibition.

Vintage Cragstan's Mr. Robot by Yonezawa

Iconic vintage circa 1960s battery-operated "Mr. Robot" tin toy, made in Japan by Yonezawa for 
Cragstan Toys, standing at 11˝ tall. This classic tinplate robot features a red body, "Cragstan's 
Mr. Robot" graphic on its chest, and clear plastic domed head containing springs and a rotating 
light. The robot advances with mystery bump-and-go action as the head lights and interior spin.



Vintage Action Robot by Soma, Hong Kong

Vintage circa 1970s battery-operated "Action Robot" toy robot, made in Hong Kong by Soma/
Tam Toy, standing at 10˝ tall. The robot features translucent orange guns at its chest, 
surrounded by colorful metallic graphics. It is missing the two missiles from the yellow guns 
mounted on its head, and the plastic along the extreme lower back edge of its base has cracked 
off (fragments included).

Vintage Lot of (2) Space Robots by Horikawa

Two vintage circa 1960s–70s battery-operated walking tin toy robots, made in Japan by 
Horikawa, including the 11.5˝ tall Rotate-O-Matic Super Astronaut Robot and the 9˝ tall Space 
Fighter Robot. Both feature black tin bodies with red plastic feet and similar graphics on the 
chest. The battery plate for the taller robot is dented and missing one of its tabs, making it 
difficult to secure in place.



Vintage Ranger Robot with Magic Helmet by Cragstan

Vintage circa 1968 battery-operated "Ranger Robot with Magic Helmet" toy robot, made in 
Hong Kong by Cragstan, standing at 8˝ tall. The robot has a blue-and-yellow body with red head 
and hands, and yellow eyes. The magic hat is missing from the end of its tether.

Vintage Lot of (2) Wind-up Space Robots by Mego/Hiro

Two vintage circa 1960s wind-up walking tin-and-plastic toy robots, made by Mego and Hiro, 
both standing 6.5˝ tall. Includes an example of
"Captain Astro—Space Man" by Mego, and an example of "Super Robot" by Hiro (missing its 
arms). The robots are similar in design and share most components, but "Super Robot" replaces 
a litho panel on the chest with a spark window.



Vintage Lot of (2) Dino Robots (Horikawa and Tawainese Clone) 
Two fantastic vintage battery-operated Dino robots: a classic vintage circa 1960s–70s battery-
operated "Dino-Robot" with black tin body and red feet and lightbulb in its monster mouth, made 
in Japan by Horikawa, standing at 11˝ tall (missing its robot head shoulder flaps); and a later 
"Monster Robot" in a similar style with green-and-yellow plastic body, made in Taiwan, standing 
at 9˝ tall.

Vintage Lot of (4) Third Generation Battery-Operated Toy Robots 
Four vintage circa 1970s–80s battery-operated plastic robots, ranging in height from 7˝ to 8.5˝, 
including a chrome tumbling robot made in Brazil, a black-and-red "Román" robot made in 
Spain, a Bulgarian red-blue-yellow robot (missing its battery plate), and a colorful Eastern Bloc 
robot with attached wireless antenna. An interesting and visually appealing group of robot toys 
from around the globe.



Vintage Mechanical Walking Space Man Robot by Yoneya 

Classic vintage circa 1950s–60s wind-up "Mechanical Walking Space Man" tin robot toy, made 
in Japan by Yone (SY), standing at 7.5˝ tall. A fine example of an archetypal Japan-made 
clockwork robot, boasting attractive tin litho designs.

Mechanical Roby Robot by Ha Ha Toy

Attractive circa 2000s wind-up "Mechanical Roby Robot" tin robot toy, made in China by Ha Ha 
Toy, standing at 9˝ tall. The black-bodied walking robot has red feet and arms, and includes its 
winder key and original box. This example has been photo-matched to one of the photographs 
in Andres Serrano's 'The Robots' exhibition.




